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Setting the stage to help
ensure birth equity
Babies, we’re just as excited as your parents were when
you were born! We’ve provided an educational grant to our
partners at AWHONN (the nurses who support Mom’s journey
through pregnancy) to help deliver new clinical guidelines that
will help improve maternal and infant health outcomes for
Black and Indigenous moms of color — paving a new way that
will benefit all moms by keeping them healthier and safer.
AWHONN is launching the long-awaited “Respectful Maternity
Care Framework and Evidence-Based Clinical Practice
Guideline” and related toolkit in just a few weeks. To help
healthcare professionals get ready, we’re providing free access
to the recent AWHONN Symposium on this topic to help build
their knowledge about the new guidelines for practice.
WATCH THE SYMPOSIUM

Be a champion for change
Healthcare professionals, you can join the champions for
change in your delivery care setting.
Contact your AWHONN chapter to find out how you can
support all moms and be among the first to receive the new
evidence-based guideline and toolkit for implementation.
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